Simply Connect

The only software for huddle rooms purpose-built to connect
people and technology to make every meeting experience
consistent, simple, productive and free from vendor lock-in.
Join all your meetings and share wireless presentations with a click.

Simple
Just use it like your other favorite apps!
Forget about learning the new conferencing
system or fumbling with annoying video
cables. ZiipRoom uses your calendar and
contacts to serve you one-click connections
from your preferred device and makes wireless
presentation just as easy. And, if anything changes with
your rooms or services, ZiipRoom learns about that as well –
so you don’t have to!
Start your 30-Day Free Trial now at ZiipRoom.com

Consistent
With AI awareness of users, calendars,
in-room devices and call platforms,
ZiipRoom always makes the right
connections. Our smart-room cloud
service continually collects data and uses
machine learning analytics to optimize the user
experience and provide cost-saving insights on behaviors,
usage patterns and asset utilization. Cloud-connected
means always up to date with the latest software and
technologies.

Productive
Stop meeting room madness! ZiipRoom’s
patented cloud software knows you,
when you’ve walked into the room and is
ready to get you connected! Share wireless
presentations, make a call, join a video
conference and control the entire experience
right from your preferred device. You can even merge
voice callers directly into your video meetings! Eliminate
frustration and put an end to meeting delays for good –
with ZiipRoom.

Free from Lock-in
Connect across any voice, video or UC service.
ZiipRoom knows exactly how to make it work.
Use your preferred smartphone, tablet or
PC. Book meetings in any calendar, and we’ll
find them before you even need to join. Keep
your existing monitors, cameras and in-room
audio devices. We’re cool with that. ZiipRoom is 100% vendor
agnostic. We work with everyone so your meeting experience
is consistent, simple and productive, every time.

Freedom to choose.
Freedom to connect.
Simply.
Your Devices

Your Calendars

We don’t replace your A/V gear, smartphones or PCs - or
provide your voice, video or calendaring service.

Any Hardware

Any Service

But, ZiipRoom is the only software purpose-built
for connecting you and your technology to provide
consistent, simple and productive meetings, every time.
ZiipRoom is 100% vendor agnostic, too. We work with
everyone - even when they make changes to any of their
stuff or you decide to switch vendors - so you can
say goodbye to vendor lock-in!

Relief for IT Administrators

Setup takes just minutes and remote configuration speeds deploying over distance! Cloud-powered
keeps rooms user-ready and makes you a hero. No more frantic calls for help or ongoing training
hassles – even when you update software or switch vendors. Monitor real-time with one aggregated
dashboard for all your room devices and make data-smart decisions based on usage patterns and
analytics. Deploy confidently with enterprise-grade security, remote management and alerts.

Less-is-More Experience: less training and frustration; more intuitive and productive!

Mobile Devices

In-room Displays

PCs

About
ZiipRoom’s vendor-agnostic service was designed from the ground up to deliver the simplicity, productivity, intelligence and IT
manageability required to allow organizations to more effectively utilize meeting rooms using a wide range of existing and future
technologies and systems. For more information, visit www.ziiproom.com.
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